
Using AI to drive stronger product performance
 





Cambri powers the 
entire innovation 
process  with 
iterative testing and 
AI to maximize your 
launch success 
rates
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How can you improve the 
concept?

Will this launch be 
successful?

The 2 fundamental questions insights teams need to be able to 
answer when it comes to product innovation:

Predict Advise

1 2
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$1.6T
US consumer 

products market

95%
New products 
fail to deliver

Failed product launches remain a huge and 
persistent challenge across consumer brands 

89%
New products 
fail to deliver

97%
New products 
fail to deliver

Global Brewery Global spirits 
company



What's the real cost of failure?
On average each unsuccessful product launch costs the company

1,200 hours
of work that could have been spent

more efficiently

$550K
in direct development costs



Why is it hard for insights to answer 
those two questions well?

Human Emotions:
Hard to kill your darlings
- Confirmation bias trap

- “cherry picking”

Delivery of the output: 
Insights lacking actionability

- You mainly get graphs & KPIs as output

- “Black box syndrome” 

Simplistic data models:
KPIs have poor prediction accuracy

- Go / no-go KPIs are somewhat 
simplistic 

Time:
Lack of Time & Resources

- many manual tasks
Poor accumulated 

learnings
- Data used once & thrown away



AI
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How 

can help



Innovation & 
insight pain 
points:

Use AI to generate summaries & concrete 
recommendations

Hard to kill your darlings
- Remove confirmation bias
 

Lack of time and resources
- Save time via automation

Insights lacking actionability
- Automated suggestions & advice 



How can you improve the concept?

Raw data Proprietary NLP GPT

Advise

Use AI to generated summaries & concrete 
recommendations

Launch AI Advice

The Launch AI Advice model
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Launch AI Advise - AI generated summaries and recommendations
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1
2

Original

New: Health route

AI generated improved value propositions



Use AI for more transparent & accurate 
launch predictions

KPIs have poor prediction accuracy

- Go / no-go KPIs are very simplistic

Poor accumulated learnings

- Extracting repeatable value & learnings from 
insights & data

Innovation & 
insight pain 
points:



Use AI for more transparent & accurate 
launch predictions

Survey Data Category Benchmarks Post Launch Database

Will this launch be successful?Predict

Where we use AI

Launch AI score model

Predictive AI
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Robust prediction model & drivers
Transparency, trust and actionability
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Detailed improvement suggestions
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Iterative testing with AI boosts launch 
success from 5-25% to 73%

50%25% 75%0% 100%

Market avg

Iterative testing avg

Iterative testing + AI avg

5-25%

51%

73%

75-95%

49%

27%

Successful
launches

Failed
launches



What characterizes a "good" AI solution?

1. Clear purpose and business application

2. Explainability

3. Appropriate data

4. AI model performance metrics in use

5. High model performance standards

6. No data privacy or IPR violations or data leaks
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Thank you

Test, Tune, Nail


